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PM2.5 produced by prescribed fires is a potentially serious and understudied public
health issue in the Southeast


PM2.5 emissions have serious public health impacts, and wildland fire is the largest source, with >40% of that
coming from prescribed fire1.



Approximately 70% of prescribed burns in the US occur in the Southeast2 and those burns contribute ~25% of
total PM2.5 emissions in Southeast1.



Limited research has been done on issues related to prescribed fire impacts on public health, characterizing
communities impacted by prescribed fire smoke, and the degree to which prescribed fires reduce the air quality
impacts of wildfires.

Prescribed fire smoke may have greater impacts on groups with higher social
vulnerability


Socioeconomic variables are important determinants of population health 3, and prolonged exposure to PM2.5 has
strong associations with increased rates of early mortality4, cardiovascular disease5, and respiratory diseases6 in
those populations.



This project found that prescribed fire may disproportionately affect populations with lower socioeconomic status,
higher percentage of elderly or disabled individuals, and limited access to housing and transportation.

Figure 1. Health impacts in spatial clusters of high burn activity and social vulnerability

Models show prescribed fire smoke may have health impacts in areas with higher
social vulnerability


Prescribed fire activity in Georgia tends to be concentrated in counties where social vulnerability levels are over
25% higher than the state average7.



Hundreds of morbidity and mortality cases are potentially associated with prescribed fire smoke in Georgia.



In areas with high social vulnerability, prescribed fire impacts are comparable to other emission sources such as
vehicles and industrial combustion.



Governments and non-industrial private landowners are the greatest contributors to predicted prescribed fire
specific PM2.5 pollution in Georgia.

Prescribed fire prevents hazardous air quality from wildfires


Air quality modeling demonstrates that prescribed fire prevents hazardous air quality events resulting from wildfires.



Aggregated air quality benefits of prescribed fire are much higher than negative air quality impacts.



Modeling found that overall more people benefit from prescribed fire than are negatively impacted.

What does this mean for practitioners, public health professionals, and others?


Modeled prescribed fire impacts to air quality are significantly less than the overall modeled impacts of potential
wildfires that would occur without prescribed fire management.



It is important to understand and mitigate the negative impacts of prescribed fire smoke on communities. This is
especially true for socially vulnerable communities who are disproportionately impacted by prescribed fire smoke
in Georgia.
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Learn more about our partners, products, and activities at southernfireexchange.org.
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